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of theThis report describes the results obtained in an investigation
use of rocket-powered models for gust-load studies. A technique for
rocket-powered-model testing in continuous rough air which incorporated
the use of a survey airp~e was evolved. Ih order to test the technique
and at the same time obtain some information on the effects on gust loads
of low damping in pitch, a tailless swept-wing model was flown through
rough air at Mach nunibersof 0.80 to l.~. The results obtained ind2cate
that the use of rocket-powered models for gust-loads studies is feasible
and practical. The limitations of the technique are discussed and several
s~estions are given for improving the precision of test results.

The tailless nmdel in rough air showed a pronounced pitching nmtion
at the short-period frequency. The load intensities showed a rapid

● increase of roughly 85 percent as the Mach number increased from 0.8 to
1.0. Of this 85-percent increase, 55 percent appeared to be associated
with the rapid decrease of the short-period damping in this Mch ntier

“ range. These results were in substantial agreement with the results
obtained from theoretical calculations based on the use of power-spectral
methods of generalized harmonic analysis. /

INTRODUCTION

The study of gust loads on airplanes and missiles has been seriously
handicappedby limitations of existing experimental techniques. h gen-
eral, experimental studies of airplane response to gusts have been confined
to the NACA gust twnnel or full-scale flight tests. Reference 1, for
example, describes the gust-tunnel eqtipment and some tunnel test results.
Reference 2 presents an example
niques in the study of airplane

of the recent use o,fflight testing tech-
response to gusts. Existing gust-tunnel

.

.
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●

eqyipment, while Meful, has been limited in speed, Mach number, and
Reynolds nu?iber,and further, permits determination of only the initial

.-

portion of the mcdel response to a single gust disturbance. Flight tests “ _
have permitted a wider range of testing conditions for continuous gust
disturbances but have been ltiited by cost, availability of airplanes,
and performance capabilities of existing airplanes. ti view of these
limitations of existing expertiental techniques for gust-loads studies,
an investigation was undertaken of the feasibili~ of using rocket-powered
models to extend the range of experimental studies.

As a result of this investigation, a procedure for testing rocket-
powered models in rough air was evolved. This procedure involved the fol-
lowing problems: the choice of a flight time sndpath to insure flight
through continuous rough air, a means of measuring the intensity of the
rough air, and a model schedule which would provide sufficient record
length at given test conditions. The procedure evolved incorporated the
use of a survey airplane and was applied by the actual firing of a test
model. The configuration used was a tailless swept-wing rocket-powered
model and covered the Mach ntier range of 0.80 to 1.00. This model was
chosen so that, if the procedure was successful, test data would also be
obtained on a“configuration having low damping in pitch. The effect of
low damping in pitch on loads is of considerable interest since recent
theoretical results (ref. 3) had indicated that low damping in pitch could
be expected to give rise to sizeable amplification of loads in rough air.

—

In the evaluation of the test results and in the associated theoret-
ical analysis presented, extensive use is made of the techniques of gen-
eralized harmonic analysis. The application of these techniques to the ●

gust-loads case is described in reference 3. These techniques appear
particdarly useful in the present application because of the lmted.

data obtained from rocket-pawered-model tests and the unconventional char- “–
acter of the confi~ation tested. The present report describes and eval- _
uates the test procedures evolved for rocket-powered-model studies in
rough air. The test results for the first model test are evaluated in
order to establish the characteristics of the loads for this configura-

-—

tion and their variation with Mach nunber and with damping in pitch.
Finally, an analysis aimed at correlating these test results with analyt-
ical results is presented.

SYMEOL9

/
c1 10 cycles to damp to one-tenth amplitude

E mean aerodynamic chord, ft

f frequency, cps

.

.
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acceleration due to gravi~, 32.2 ft/sec2

altitude, ft

moment of inertia of model about transverse axis, slug-ft2

3

Wch mmiber

atmospheric static pressure, lb/sq in.

period of motion, sec

normal-acceleration increment, g

wing area, sq ft

time, sec

total time, see, or temperature of .atnmsphere,‘R

time to dsmp to one-half amplitude, sec

frequency-response function

derived gust velocity (ref. 4), ft/sec

model forward velocity, ft/sec

weight, lb

distance, ft

root-mean-square noml acceleration, g

air density, sMgs/cu ft

power-spectral-densi~ function of an arbitrary disturbance .
with respect to f or Q

power-spectral-density function of output or normal acceleration

power-spectral-density of input or vertical gust veloci~

time displacement, sec

reduced frequency, 2ti/V, radians/ft
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(D frequency, radians/see

IJg
2W

mass parameter,
dCL

g — S(3E
da

dcJ
lift-curve slope, per radian

da

Subscripts:

experimental

talc calculated

max maximum

TEST PROCEDURE

Atmospheric Turbulence Conditions Over the Firing Range

The development of a practical rocket-powered-model technique for
the study of gust loads requires the ass~ce that the model will,be
fired through continuous rough air. Consequently, as a par-tof this
study, airplane survey flights with a suitably instrumented propell.er-
driven fighter-type airplane were made of the firing range at the Langley .
Pilotless Aircraft Research Station at Wallops Island, Va. The purpose
of these survey flights was to obtain a working basis for selecting suitab-
le days and flight paths for rocket-powered-model tests in rough air.
These airplane flights served to establish that, in general, the required

“

conditions of atmospheric turbulence in clear air were most probable with
strong westerly (off-shore)winds, particularly post-cold-frontal condi-
tions. For these conditions, the turbulence intensity generally did not
vary to any great extent with distance along the firing course for dis-
tances up to 5 miles. Also, while the turbulence intensity tended to
decrease continuously with altitude from 1,000 to 2,500 feet, the turbu-
lence remained of sufficient intensity over this altitude range to meet
the requirements for the present tests. On the basis of these flights,
it was decided to schedule the first rocket-powered-modeltest for a post.
cold-frontal weather condition with strong westerly winds and a flight
path restricted to altitudes below 2,500 feet.

Model and I&trumentation

A tailless configuration having a 45° sweptback wing of’aspect
ratio 6 and NACA 65Ao09 airfoil section was used in the present inves-
tigation. The principal features of the nmdel are shown in the drawing
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of figure 1 and the photographs of figure 2. The wing was mounted on a
fuselage of fimeness ratio 10 with the leading edge intersecting the
fuselage contour at the maximum diameter. Listed in table I are the
important physical characteristics of the model. Two flat-plate fins
were used to stabilize the model directionally.

The model instrumentation included a four-channel telemeter trans-
mitting measurements of angle of attack, normal acceleration from accel-
erometers located at the center of gravity and in the nose of the model}
and total pressure. The accelerometers had a natural frequency of about
83 cps and 0.60 damping ratio; thus, the amplitude-response corrections
were negligible up to ~ cycles per second. Tracking instrumentation con-
sisting of a C!WDoppler radar set and a nmdified SCR ~ radar tracking
unit

tzion

were used to obtain nmdel

Model

Vibration test.- ~ior to

veloci~ and position in space.

Freflight Tests

flight testing, the following model tibra-
frequencies were determined by suspending the model from shock cords

attached-to forward and rearward sections of &e fuselage and mechanically
vibrating the model by a mechanical shaker mounted at the center of gravity:

Wing firstbending frequency, cap s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Wing second bending frequency, cps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~

Longitudinal stability test.- The longitudinal stability character-
istics shown in figure 3 were obtained ilromprevious flight tests in smooth
air of an identical model. These results were obtained by disturbing the
model in pitch with small pulse rockets and analyzing the resulting short-
period free oscillation to obtain the longitudinal

ldrplane Turbulence Survey

A test day was selected (Oct. 3, 1952) on the
conditions discussed h a previous section of this

stability characteristics.

basis of meteorological
report. A finalcheck

tiediately before nmdel launching was made with the survey airplane
to determine the suitabili~ of turbulence conditions. When the pilot
judged tit the intensitY of turbulence was satisfactory, the preflight
airplane survey was completed to determine the intensity and variation
with altitude of the turbulence. Flight surveys along the firing course
were made at altitudes of 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, and 2,500 feet with
two runs, 4 to 5 miles in length, made at each slti~ude (to-sea and
to-land directions). The recorded airspeed-acceleration data at each
altitude were evaluated to determine the gust velocities ‘de in accord-

ance with the revised gust-load formula of reference 4. Examination of
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these data indicated that the turbulence tended to be patchy and varied
somewhat along the flight path. However, no consistent variation with
distance from the shore was discernible. It was therefore assumed that
the flight data were independent of distance from shore, and “Go” and
“Return” runs at each altitude were treated as one set of data in deter-
mining the overall average variation of turbulence intensity with altitude.

The gust velocity equaled or exceeded on the average in 1.0 and
0.1 miles of flight is shown in figure 4 as a function of altitude.
Examination of figure 4 indicates that the turbulence intensity decreased
with altitude above 1,000 feet (in agreement with the pilot’s report).
It should be noted, however, that the data of figure 4 represent the
estimated variation of the average turbulence intensity and that con-
siderable variation from the average might be expected for short flight
distances due to the “patchy” character of the turbulence on the test
day.

Model Test

The model was ground launched at an elevation angle of 280 by mans
of a 5-inch fin-stabilizedbooster rocket motor. A photograph of the
model and booster on the launcher is shown in figure 2(b). Following
booster burnout, the model separated from the boosterby means of the
difference in drag-weight ratio of the model-and booster. After the

l-inch SUS-model experienced decelerating flight for 10 seconds, a >
4

tainer rocket in the model ignited to accelerate the model to supersonic
speeds for the second time. The variation of Mach nuniberalong the model
flight path is illustrated in figure 5(a). By using a long delay in sus-
tainer firing, the record length at each test condition was effectively
doubled since the model covered the Mach nu?iberrange 0.80 to 1.10 twice
in one flight. As given in table 1, there was a small difference in
model weight and moment of inertia for the two portions of the flight,
before and after sustainer rocket burning. Atmospheric conditions at
the time of launching were measured by means of a radiosonde and the
variations of pressure, density, and te~rature with altitude are shown
in figure 5(b).

ANAZYSISAND RESULTS

General Considerations

In evaluating the test results and in the associated theoretical
analysis to be presented, use is made of the concepts and techniques of
generalized harmonic analysis. A study of the application of the power-
spectral methods of generalized harmonic analysis to gust-load problems

.

.

w
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is presented in reference 3. These methods petit the description of
the random atmospheric turbulence disturbance and the associated airplane
response in an&ytic form by means of the so-called “power-spectral-
density function.” If y(t) is a random disturbance, then the power-
spectral-density function ~(f) is definedby

Ir
I

2

o(f) = lim ~ y(t)e‘2fiftdt

T+m TO

where f is trequency in cycles per second, and the vertical
nate the modulus of the complex quantity. An equivalent
useful expression for O(f) is given by

where R(T) is the

w

#(f) =4
J

R(T)COS 23TfT dr
o

autocorrelation function defined by

T
R(r) = lim ~

JT-mT O
y(t)y(t + T)dt

A useful property of Q(f) is that

and,

(1)

bars desig-
perhaps, more

(2)

(3)
~G--

In terms of the power-spectral-density functions, an input disturb-
ance and the output response for a linear system are related simply as
follows:

@o(f) =#i(f)l T(f)\2 (4)
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A

where
b

al input disturbance such as the vertical gust velocity

00 output response such as the airplane normal acceleration
considered herein

101Ecf amplitude of the system frequency-responseftmction which in
the present application is the &@itude of the airplane
normal-accelerationresponse to sinusoidal gust disturbances
of frequency f

For a known input spect~, eqution (~) permits the determination of thq
spectrum of the system response. This relation will be used in the ana-
lytical calctition of spectrums of model normal acceleration in rough
air.

Aside f?romdetermining the mean-sqyare value of the disturbance,
the spectrum in particular cases also permits the determination of other
statistical characteristicsof the disturbance that are of interest. In
particular, if the disturbance has a norml (Gaussian)probabili@ dis-
tribution with a man value of zero, the probability distribution is
defined by the single parameter, the mean square. fi the normal distri-
bution case, the root-mean-squarevalue provides a simple and direct
measure of the disturbance intensity. Also, S. O. Rice, in reference 5,
has derived results which in special cases permit the derivation from
the spectrum of the average nuaiberof peaks per second that exceed a
given intensi~. This type of qwtity is particularly useful for fatigue
studies. There is some indication as described in reference 3 that air-
plane gust loads may tend to have a normal distribution. As a consequence,
the normali~ of the observed distributions of intensity from the present
test results are of interest. The normali~ of the observed distributions
and the applicability of relations given by S. O. Rice will consegpently
be examined.

Expertiental Results

Characteristicsof time history.- As an illustration of the general
characteristics of the normal-accelerationresponse for the present model
in flight through continuous rough air, two sections of record obtained
at Mach nmibers of 0.83 and 1.00 are reproduced in figure 6. For com-
parison, portions of the normal-accelerationresponse in snmoth and in
rough air of a geometrically similar model tested on the same day are
shown in figures T(a) and T(b), respectively. This latter model spent
only a short portion of its flight thw in rou@ air as it reached a
maximum altitude of 6,200 feet. Figure T(a) shows the character of the
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records for smooth-air flight at a Mach number of 0.90 and an altitude of

d 5,700 feet. Fi@re 7(b) shows rough-air flight at the same Mach number
but at an altitude of 2,700 feet. The smooth-air flight shows undisturbed
motion whereas the rough-air flight shows disturbed.motion similar to fig-
ure 6. This comparison clearly indicates that the disturbed motion of the
present test is a consequence of atmospheric turbulence and not some aero-
dynamic phenmenon such as buffeting. The presence of smooth air above

5,000 feet is also indicated by the extrapolation of the survey-airp=
data of figure 4.

Evaluation of records.- When the test data were evaluated, the time
history of normal acceleration at the center of gravity was divided into
sections in which the change in model forward speed was less than 5 per-
cent. The total length of record available covered 22 seconds; however,
about 8 seconds of this record length was for power-on flight and for
changing model trim lift and could not be used for analysis. Eight sec-
tions of record averaging about 1.7 seconds each for various’llachnumbers
covering the ramge of 0.81 to 1.00 were obtained. The normal-acceleration
data were read at intervals of 0.01 second and gave an average of about
170 data points per record section. The results of this basic-data eval-
uation are presented at the appropriate average Mach nuniberfor each test
section and for the average altitude. Tmitia13y, these results are pre-
sented as measured; that is, no corrections for differences in turbulence
intensity with altitude were made. In order to describe the character-
istics of the data in detail, the following @-pas of results were
determined:

(a) FYequency distribution of measured normal-acceleration increments.

(b) Power-spectral-densi@ functions of normal acceleration

.
(c) Measured number of peak accelerations per mile of flight exceeding

given values

The frequency distributions of normal-acceleration increment for
each record section are presented in figure 8. ~so shown in figure 8
for comparison are fitted normal-distribution curves which were deter-
mined from the value of the mean-square normal acceleration for each
record section.

The power-spectral-densi@ functions for normal acceleration were
computed from the time-history data by using the procedures recmmnended in
reference 6. Sixty estimates of power equally spaced over the frequency
range of O to ~ cps were obtained for each record section. These esti-
mates were faired and the results obtained are shown in figure 9 with
the ordinate having the dimensions of g2/cps and the abscissa given in

● cycles per second. Because of the characteristics of the eqmtions used
in deriving these est-tes (ref. 6) each point on the curves”of figure 9
represents an estimate of the average power of a frequency band width of

w
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.

The direct effect of this band width in the present case is a
in the sharpness or peak values of these spectmuns, as will be ..-
later.

The average number of peak-acceleration ‘incrementsthat exceed given
levels of intensi@ were determined from counts of peak accelerations on
the record and the results obtained are shown for each record section in
figure 10. The relations derived by S. O.-Rice for the case of a normal
distribution permit the determination of the rnmiberof peaks that exceed
given values from the power-spectral-density function. These relations
were used with the spectrums of figure.9. The results obtained are also
shown in figure 10 and provided a measure of the applicability of the
relations derived by Rice.

The significant results of the present test are summarized in fig-
ure 11 which presents the variation of acceleration increment with Mach
nuniberas measured by the root-mean-sqyare normal acceleration. In order
to obtain the variation of root-mean-sqmre values with Mach number, it
was necess~ to adjust the test results for difference in turbulence
intensity at the-various altitudes. The results obtained from the
airplane-swvey data of figure 4 were used in making these adjustments.
TIE measured values of a were adjusted to the intensity level at an
altitude of 1,500 feet by multiplying the a of each record secfion by
the ratio of (Ude)m at 1,500 feet to ~de)w at the altitude for

the record section. The values of a shown in figure 11, however, still
include minor differences in weight and moment of
as given in table I.

Analytical Calculations

inertia of the model

In order to determine whether the observed characteristics of the
load history in rough air and their variation with test condition agreed
with what would be e~ected from theoretical considerations, the power-
spectral-density functions for normal acceleration were calculated. These
calculations were made for conditions (Mach number, altitude, weight)
corresponding to the actual model test conditions. These calculations
were made with eqwtion (1) and depended essentially upon the estimation
of the power spectmns of vertical gust veloci~ encountered by the mcdel
and tha mdel frequency-response functions for a vertical gust distwbance.
The methods used in estimating these functions are described in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Power spectrum of gust veloci@.- The Spectrums of atmospheric tur-
bulence required are the spectrums of the gust disturbances actually
experienced by the model at the various test conditions. Unfortunately, 4
direct estimates of these spectmns were not available as the model was
not equipped with any independent system of gust measurement. The

d
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survey-airplanemeasuraents, although useful in establishing rough over-
all averages of’gust-intensity levels, do Dot appear adequate for this

a p~ose for two main reasons. l?lrst,because of the patchy nature of the
turbulence, they do not permit the accurate determination of the turbu-
lence level for the short portion of the nmdel flight path at a given
test condition. As a second limitation, the airplame-response measure-
ments, because of differences in natural frequency, did not provide a
reliable means of determining the gust spectrum over the range of shorter
wave lengths of importance to the model. Because of these limitations,
it was necessary to estimate the turbti,encespectrum by other means as
till be described in the following paragraphs.

The available measurements of the spectrum of atmospheric turbulence
in the free atmosphere have, in general, been obtained from measurements
of airplane response (see, for example, ref. 7). Although the spectrums
obtained varied in intensity, a common feature of the measurements so far
reported is the general shape of the spectrum. For the range of gust wave
lengths available, from 200 to about 2,000 feet, the spectrums were roughly
inversely proportional to the frequency squared. Howeverj it was antici-
pated that the nmdel accelerations would arise principally from the gust
components having wave lengths between roughly 20 and 200 feet. A need
thus existed for the determination of the shape of the spectrum of gust
velocity over this range of shorter wave lengths.

Inasmuch as measm%ments of airplane responses do not readily per-
mit the determination of the gust spectrum at the smaller wave lengths
of interest, recourse was made to some available measurements of high-
frequency airspeed fluctuations obtained in flight through rough air.
These measurements were obtained in flight at about LOO feet above ter-.
rain with a liaison-type airplane. The airspeed-measur~ system had been
specially designed for these tests ta yield a flat response to distm%ances

. having frequencies up to 10 CPS. (For the flight speed of this airplane,
this response corresponds to wave lengths of roughly 13 feet.) Since the
airplane can be reasonably considered to be Iongitudind.ly insensitive to
horizontal-gust disturbances of high frequency, it appeared reasonable to
assume that the high-frequency airspeed fluctuations were a direct reflec-
tion of the horizontal-gust fluctuations. A determination of the spectrum
of these fluctuations indicated that the spectrum could be approximated

by the expression O.0~/$ for the wave lengths of 13 feet to several
hundred feet. It is also of interest to note that some measurements of
the spectrum of vertical gust velocity recently obtiinedby the NACAby
using an angle-of-attack indicator confirmed this shape for the range of
wave lengths being considered. b view of these considerations, it
appesred reasonable to assume that the shape of the”spectrum of vertical
turbulence encountered by the model could be approxhatedby the relation

(0.003 ~ Q < o.~)

where K is a constant and is a measure of the turbulence intensity.
●
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d
K appropriate to the model test conditions was esti-
considerations of the relative gust experience of the

survey airplsme for the model tests and the airplane used to obtain the b
shape of the gust spectrum. Evaluations indicated that the gust intensi- ,
ties for the model test conditions at 1,~ feet were roughly 60 percent
as severe as those obtained from flights to determine the shape of the
gust spectrum. Since the spectrum is a function of the gust velocity
sq,,red, the appropriate value for K wouldbe O.0~ x (0.6)2 or
rou@.y 0.018. Thus, the spectrum of gust velocity assmed for the model
test conditions was

@Jfd = O.018/f#

This spectrum was assumed to apply to the model flight at the l,500-foot-
altitude level.

Frequency-response function.- The analytical determination of the
frequency-response function for the present test conditions is a diffi-
cult problem because of the rapid changes in the aerodynamic characteri-
stics in the transonic speed range and the-lack of information on the
unsteady aerodynamic forces for gust disturbances h this region. As a
preliminary effort, simple estimates were used in order tb determine
whether the spect?nunof the measured load responses and their variations
with test condition agreed with what would be expected.

The procedure assumed that the model in penetrating a sharp-edged
gust behans essentially as a one-degree-of-freedomsystem (vertical .

motion only) up to the first peak acceleration. For the present values
of mass parameter Vg (150), the first peqk may be expected to occur at

K-
about 12 chords of gust penetration. The response up to 12 chords was
esttiated from the results of reference 8. Beyond 12 chords, it was
assumed that the model was free of the transient gust disturbance and
responded essentially in short-period longitudinal motion. FrOm these
considerations, the nmdel response to a step ~st was taken to be repre-

—

sented by the following relations:

h(x) = -x sin -& x

An(x) . -e-b (X-12E)COS ~ (x 12E) (12E s x s m)
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where ~ is the first peak acceleration,

E = 0.821 foot

b
_ 0.693

T1/2v

2Yf
%=p

The model short-period characteristics T1/2 and P were obtained from

stability tests sumarized in figure 3. Although this procedure for esti-
mating tie step response is obvi%~- crude, it-
to reflect the essential variations of the load
range of test conditions.

The responses to the step gust obtained in
in turn used to estimate the frequency-response

was nevertheless believed
response ”overthe limited

the manner outlined were
f?.umtionby the relation:

J’
co

T(O) = i$l Aa(x)e-%lx
o

The integration was completed in closed form and the amplitude squared of
the frequency-response functions obtained (fig. 12) for the various test
conditions. The results are shown separately for the two weight conditions.

Normal-acceleration spectrums.- mom the Calctited frequency-response
functions and the gust spectmm previously derived, the spectrums of accel-
eration increment were obtained by application of equation (1). The results
obtained are shown in figure 13 for the e@t test conditions. The root-
mean-square values c were obtained fr~ these spectrums through use of
equation (3). These root-mean-square values were used to obtain the curves
shown in figure 1,1,which represent the expected variation of the root-mean-
square value with Mach nuniberfor the two weight conditions corresponding
to before and after sustainer rocket burning.

hasmuch as the measured spectrums of figure 9 represent an averaged
spectrum over a frequency band width of roughly 3.3 cycles per second,
the spectrums of figure 9 are not directly comparable with those calcu-
lated (fig. 13). DI order to obtain calculated results that are directly
comparable with those measured, these calculated spectrums of figure 13
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were modified by the use of an averagtig function roughly equivalent to
the one presetitin the measured spectrums. Specifically, a triangular
weighting function having a base band width of 3.3 cps was used. The
modified spectrums are shown in figure 14(a) and apply to the turbulence
intensity of the 1,500-foot-altitudelevel. The measured spectrums of
figure 9 are for different altitudes and their corresponding turbulence
intensities. In order to make the measured spectrums of figure 9 directly
comparable with the modified calculations of tigure 14(a), the measured

4

.

spectrums of figure 9 were multiplied by the.ratio

I(:n::l
and the results are shown in figure 14(b). In order to permit detailed
comparison between these measured and calculated spectrums, the abscissa
scale of figure 14 has been amplified.

DISCUSSION

Characteristics of model rough-air response.- Examination of the
missile normal accelerations in rough air, figures 6(a) and 6(b) indf-
cates that in rough air the model undergoes a Sustained and irregular
oscillation with an apparent predominant frequency at about the airplane
short-period frequency. For the two cases shown in the figure, the pre-
dominating frequency appears at roughly 12 cps at Mach number 1.0 and
about 10 cps at Mach number 0.83. These frequencies agree closely with
the model short-period frequency as indicated by figure 3. That this
disturbed motion is a consequence of atmospheric turbulence and not of

●

some aerodynamic phenomenon such as buffeting has been indicated by fig-
ure 7 in which the normal acceleration of a similar model at Mach num-
ber 0.9 is shown in smooth and rough air.

.
In Smooth air at the higher

altitude, the model Apparently shows little disturbed motion; whereas, at
the same Mach nuniberand in rough air at lower altitudes, the model
exhibits the same characteristic type of dist~bed ~~ion described in
the test-model measurements of figure 6.

Frequency distributions of acceleration increments.- The freqyency
distributions of the acceleration increments for the eight test sections
of record shown in figure 8 exhibit in almost all cases a umimdal char-
acter and appear roughly symmetricalwith a mean of zero. Considering
the small amount of data available in each case, the observed distribu-
tions appear tm be approximated fairly well by the fitted normal-distribution
curves shown. It thus appears reasonable from these results to assume
that the distribution of the acceleration increment is roughly normal and,
as a consequence, the root-mean-sqwe value provides a direct measure of
the response intensity. Although-some differences in turbulence intensity
associated with the differences in altitude exist for the various test

●

✎
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conditions of figure 8, the distributions show increases in spread as
the Mach number increases. At the higher hch numbers relatively more
observations are noted at the higher values of acceleration increment;
thus, an increase in the acceleration level with~ch nuder was–fidicated.

Peak accelerations.- The comparison of the peak accelerations obtained
by a count from the time-history records with those calculated from the
measured spectrums using the results of reference 5, in general, shows rela-
tively good agreement for the cases of figure 10. However, in some cases,
the results obtained by counting peaks on the record show sizeable depar-
ture from those calculated from the measured spectrums for the larger values
of An. ‘Ibiseffect is possibly due to the small record length at each
test condition. In general, the results imply that the relations between
the spectrums and the peak counts derived by Rice in reference ~ appear
applicable and yield good approximations for the test conditions
investigated.

Power spectrums of acceleration increments.- Consideration of the
measured spectrums of acceleration increment of figure 9 indicates the
narrow-band-pass filter characteristics of the madel response. These
measurements, as previously mentioned, actually represent averages over
frequency band widths of 3.3 cps. Thus the actual spectrums are even
more peaked. In each case, the spectrum ti largely concentrated between
6 and 12 cps with some indication of a small secondary peak at 35 cps or
the fundamental wing-bending mode. For both weight conditions, the spec-
trums, in general, exhibit a progressive movement to higher frequency as
the Mach rnmibersimcrease; this movement reflects the increase in the
short-period frequency with I&ch numiber. In addition, these spectrums
also show a general tenden~ for increasing peakedness with increasing
Mach number and reflect the deterioration of the short-period damping
over this Mch number range.

If the measured spectrums of figure 9 are compared with the calculated
ones in figure 13, it till be noted that a good correlation exists between
the distribution of the power between the sets of spectrums. In both cases,
the peaks occur close to the short-period frequencies. The measured
spectrums, however, are not as peaked as those calculated, the peak ampli-
tudes being in each case roughly from one-half to one-third as large.
This difference, as previously mentioned, is in large part a consequence
of the band-width characteristic of the measured estimtes. When the
calculated spectrums are modified to incorporate the same we of averages
over a band tidth of 3.33 cps and the measured spectrums adjusted for
turbulence-intensity variations, better agreement is obtained. However,
if the calculated and measured spectrums are compared in detail (fig. 14),
some differences are still present. These discrepancies arise from a num-
ber of sources. The principal causes appear to be associated with the fol-
lowing: rather large statistical fluctuations associated with the rela-
tively small samples (roughly 2 seconds in each case), the inaccuracy of
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the estimates of the turbulence intensity obtained from the airplane sur-
vey data of the turbulence intensity for the short sections of record at
each test condition, and the crude analysis used in estimating the air-
plane frequency-responsefunction. Since the first two sources of dis-
crepancy can in each case contribute variations of the order of MO per-
cent, the observed discrepancies appear to @e within the precision of the
techniques used.

Variation of acceleration with Mach nw.tiber.-The significant results
concerning the variation of acceleration with Mach nuniberare summarized
in figure 11 which compares the measured and calculated root-mean-sqwre
accelerations as a function of Mach nuniber. In general, the experimental
data appear to follow the trends of the calculated curves. The root-mean-
sqwre acceleration appears to increase from roughly 0.35g at a Mach num-
ber of 0.8 to 0.65g at a hhch mmiber of 0.95, an increase of roughly
85 percent. of this 85-percent increase, roughly only 30 percent appears
attributable to direct effects associated with speed increase and with
the change in slope of the lift curve for this Mach nuniberrange. The
remaining 55 percent appears to be essentially a reflection of the dete-
rioration of damping over this Mach nuniberrange.

●

w

—

It is of interest to note that two test values were obtained at both
Mach number 0.88 and 0.91 (fig. 11). Although the two test values at about
M= 0.91 are in good agreement, a difference of roughly 30 perceht will
be noted in the two.values obtained at Mach nunber 0.88. Also, the experi-
mental value for Mach numiber0.81 appears inconsistentwith the re~ining

—

experimental results and roughly 30 percent higher than might be emected= ‘- _
These results illustrate scatter previously noted in the more detailed ._
discussions of spectrums and essentially reflect a limited precision in
the technique used in the test.

.

Evaluation of technique.- The foregoing results indicate the applica-
bility and limitations of the rocket-powered-modeltechnique for gust-loads
studies. Turbulence conditions suitable for testing rocket-powered models
in rough air appear to exist over the model firing range under sane weather
conditions. These conditions can be predicted in advance for the purpose
of test plaming. The airplane survey flights provided a rough overall
measure of the level of turbulence experienced.by the model. The results
of the first test show that the technique at present is suitable for the
study of large-order effects. In detail, the results (for example,
fig. 11) show scatter. it thus a~ears thatlalthough the present tecL-
nique is suitable for the study of trends, it is not yet precise enough
for the study of small-order effects.

In the study of many gust-loads problems, greater precision than
obtained in the present test results is frequently desirable. The pri-
mary sources limiting the precision in the present test appear to be

t-

associated with the patchy character of the turbulence, the ‘inabilityof
.—.

the airplane survey data to describe precisely the level of the turbulence .
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experienced by the model, and the statistical fluctuations introduced by
the short sampling length at each test condition. An increase in pre-

* cision necessary for making detailed studies can probably be obtained by
the following modifications “inthe technique:

(a) Greater selectivi~ in the choice of test conditions to obtain
more homogeneous turbulence

(b) Eqtip the model with an independent system for measuring the
turbulence such as a sensitive high-frequency airspeed-fluctuation
measuring system

(c) Obtati longer record samples by equipping the model with a slow-
burning sustainer rocket or by decreasing the rate of deceleration.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The investigation of the application of rocket models for the study
of gust loads at high speeds has yielded information on the feasibility
and precision of the technique, the behavior of a tailless rocket-powered
model in rough air from Mach number 0.80 to 1.00, and the applicability of
power-~pectral methods of analysis to measurements of this type. The
results obtained on each of these subjects are noted in the following
paragraphs.

A technique for testing rocket-powered models in rough air was.
evolved and incorporated the use of a survey airplane. This technique
in its present form is feasible and practical for the study of large-
order effects on gust loads.

●
The Mnited precision obtained inthe first

test indicates a need for refinements in order to permit study of small-
order effects. Several refinements to the technique are suggested for
increasing the precision.

The tailless rocket-powered model tested showed the adverse effects
of low damping in pitch on the normal-acceleration response in rough air.
The model short-period frequency was dominant in the normal-acceleration
response. The load intensity as measured by the root-mean-sqwe normal
acceleration showed a rapid increase of roughly 85 percent as the Mach
number increased from 0.80 to 1.00. Of this 85 percent, about 55 percent
appeared to be associated with the rapid decrease in pitch damping over
this Mach number range. These results were in substantial agreement with
theoretical calculations presented.

Power-spectral methods were used both in the evaluation of the test
s results and in the associated theoretical calculations and proved a useful

means for both describing the test results and correlating t’hemwith the

.
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●

theoretical calculations. The measured probability distributions appeared
to approximate the normal (Gaussian)distribution curve. The relations
derived by S. O. Rice between the s~ctmm and the nuniberof peak accel-

*

erations per second were applied to the measured spectmnns and yielded
satisfactory approximations to the observed results. These two results,
the normali@ of the observed accelerations and the apparent applica-
bility of Rice’s results, appesx to x the 1~--spectr~ methods of
analysis particularly useful.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., Noveniber23, 1953.
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TABLE 1.- MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

Wing Dimensions:
Wing area (including fuselage), sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.88
Meanaerodynamic chord, ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.821
Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.o
Taper ratio.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. 0.60
Airfoil section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ● . . . NACA6>AO09

Mass Characteristics:
Before sustainer After sustainer
rocket burning rocket burning

Weight, lb . . . . . . . . 85.3 75.0
Center-of-gravity location,
percent M.A.C. (ahead
ofL.E.) . . . . . . . . -77*5 -~g

~,slug-ftp . . . . . . . 5.10 .



Figme 1.- Physical characteristics of mcdel (all dimensions

L

in inches).

.
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(a) Three-qwter front view.

Figure 2.- Photographs of model.
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(a) Smooth air at M . O.$X); altitude, 5,700 feet.
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(b) Rough air at M . 0.90; altitude, 2,700 feet.

Figure 7.- Comparison of swo~h- and rough-air portions of flight.
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